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Representation2020 works to raise awareness of the underrepresentation of women in elected office, to strengthen coalitions that are supportive of measures to increase
women’s representation, and to highlight the oftenoverlooked structural barriers to achieving gender parity
in American elections. To honor the centennial of the
Nineteenth Amendment, which granted suffrage to women, we promote our 2020 Pledge for those willing to commit to changes in rules and practices that will improve
women’s representation in elected office at all levels of
government. Representation2020 is a project of FairVote,
a non-profit, non-partisan electoral reform organization.
All donations to FairVote are tax-deductible, including
gifts earmarked to support Representation2020.

Representing Women and People of Color is a summary
of Representation2020’s research into how electoral institutions affect the representation of women, people of color and women of color in 3,000 American counties. This
research could not have been completed without the generous support of the Women Donors Network (WDN).
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Representation2020’s study into the representation of women, people of color, and women of color in American counties shows that better reflective democracy is achieved in counties that:


Make voting more accessible with same day voter registration and no excuse absentee and/or mail voting, while avoiding voter ID laws, and using
partisan elections so voters have cues to follow.



Maximize turnout by scheduling elections in November in even years,
with concurrent election of the whole county commission.



Avoid the block vote (a winner-take-all voting system in which voters have
as many votes as there are candidates to be elected and the candidates
with the most votes win), which has historically been used to deprive representation to people of color.



Use term limits to create openings for women, especially women of color.



Use the commission form of government, in which executive and legislative responsibility is shared between commission members.

Together, counties that use these fair electoral structures elect
82% more women, 72% more women of color and more than 6
times as many women of color.
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With the generous support of the Women Donors Network (WDN), Representation2020 studied how electoral institutions affect the representation of
women, people of color and women of color in all American counties.

Our goal was simple: to find the set of elector al str u ctu r es that
achieves the best representation of women, people of color and women of
color in American counties.

In pursuit of this goal, Representation2020 collected data on the socioeconomic, demographic, government and electoral structures of every single
county in the United States. By linking our data with an existing database of
the race and gender of elected officials in 2014 (created with the support of
the WDN), Representation2020 was able to examine the relationship between reflective democracy and hundreds of different variables.

Finding the set of structures that
best promotes descriptive representation for all was difficult.
Prior academic research suggests
that very often electoral structures that are fairer for women
are associated with underrepresentation of people of color, and
vice versa. At the intersection of
race and gender, studies conflict
on which electoral structures are
associated with better representation of women of color.
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There is a great deal variety among
America’s 3000 counties. The least
populous county (Loving Co., TX)
has under 100 residents, while Los
Angeles Co., CA, has a population of
more than 10 million. Some counties are rich, others are poor. Some
are urban, others suburban, and
most are rural. Some are majority
minority, and others are over 99%
white.
Counties also use a myriad of governance and electoral systems. Across the
country:


Almost 2600 counties use the commission form of government, in which
executive and legislative powers are merged into one body;



More than 100 counties apply term limits to their county commissioners;



Almost 400 counties elect their commissions in non-partisan elections;



Around 300 counties hold non-November elections;



About 400 counties hold odd-year elections;



More than 450 counties elect their commissions in multi-winner districts
and almost 400 use the block vote.

After much research, Representation2020 identified a set of structures based
on the ideals of maximizing access to the political system for citizens and
candidates, avoiding discriminatory winner-take-all electoral systems, and
creating opportunities for non-traditional candidates.
These electoral structures, in sum, provide for better representation of women, people of color, and women of color. Each individual structure is not necessarily associated with better representation for each group, but in sum the
set achieves more fair representation for all.
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More women of color on
commission (54%)

Less people of color on
commission (26%)

Less women in elective
More women on
More women on
commission (25%)

An absence of voter ID laws

Widespread use of absentee voting

Even year elections

No change

More women on
commission (68%)

Term limits for commissioners

More women of color on
commission (124%)

More women of color on
commission (61%)

This set of electoral structures is associated with 82% more women, 72% more people of color and 525%
more women of color elected into county government.

No change

More women on
commission (20%)

Partisan elections for county
commissioners

More women of color in
elective office (31%)
More people of color in
elective office (18%)

No change

Electoral systems other than the block vote

More women of color in
elective office (97%)
More people of color in
elective office (44%)

More women in elective
office (16%)

No change

No change

No change

More people of color on
commission (21%)

No change

November elections

Concurrent election of the whole
No change
commission (single election all commissioners).

No change

Less people of color on

More women in elective

Same day voter registration
No change

No change

More women in elective
office (20%)

The commission form of government
No change

People of color

Women

Women of color

The set of electoral structures that better serves women, people of color, and women of color and
their relationship with representation of different groups is summarized below.+

The block vote is a winner-take-all voting system used in multi-winner districts where electors have as many votes as there are candidates to be elected
and the candidates with the most votes win. The block vote is notorious for
enabling a plurality of voters to elect 100% of the representation.
Historically, the block vote was used in the South to deny African Americans
and Republicans representation. In American counties today, the block vote
is still associated with underrepresentation of people of color. However, as a
multi-winner system, the block vote elects more women than single-winner
systems.

Multi-winner systems like the block vote elect more women. There are many
multi-winner systems that do not have negative effects on people of color and
which have long histories in the United States. Illinois used the cumulative
vote, a semi-proportional system that has been shown to provide better representation of people of color, to elect its state legislature for almost 100
years. Today, Chilton County, AL, uses cumulative voting, having adopted it
in 1988 as part of a settlement of a Voting Rights Act suit brought against its
previous system. Cambridge, MA, uses ranked choice voting, a proportional
system that delivers high levels of reflective democracy. Because these systems are not used (with one exception) at the county level, they were not part
of our study. However, cumulative voting and ranked choice voting should be
a part of the toolkit of any reformer interested in reflective democracy.

For more information on multi-winner alternatives to the block vote, see:
http://www.fairvote.org/fair_representation

Data presented come from multivariate OLS regression models of the percentage of women,
people of color and women of color in elective office in the Summer of 2014. Data on race
and gender of county elective office holders was acquired from the Women Donor Network’s
Reflective Democracy Campaign, and is available at: http://wholeads.us/. Models control
for percentage minority citizen voting age population, median household income, county
Democratic partisanship, November 2014 voter turnout, whether the county was in the
South, and whether the county was covered by the Voting Rights Act 1965 section 5. Estimates in this brief assume mean values for percentage minority citizen voting age population, median household income, county Democratic partisanship, November 2014 voter
turnout and are accurate for counties outside the South and the jurisdiction of s5 of the Voting Rights Act 1965.
* The percentage of women, people of color and women of color in elective office presented
in the chart are based on our multivariate OLS regression model estimates for county commission. The fair electoral structures estimate is for counties with the commission form of
government, same day voter registration, no voter ID laws, no excuse absentee or mail voting
(evidenced by more than 50% of votes cast in November 2014 being by mail or absentee),
even year, November elections, with concurrent election of the county commission, electoral
systems other than the block vote, partisan election of commissioners and term limits on
commissioners. The alternative estimate (“without fair electoral structures”) is for counties
that do not use the commission form of government, do not allow same day voter registration, have some voter ID laws, in which less than 50% of votes cast in November 2014 were
by mail or absentee, not all elections are in even years, non-November elections, with staggered election of the county commission, the block vote, non-partisan election of commissioners and no term limits on commissioners.

+

Percentage increases in the percent of women, people of color and women of color in elective office presented in the table are increases relative to the mean percent of women, people
of color and women of color in U.S. counties in 2014. Counties elected an average of 30.8%
women (13.2% on the county commission), 9.4% people of color (9.9% on the county commission) and 3.3% women of color (1.9% on county commission).
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